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REMEMBER LOOK UP AND LIVE
Stay outside the 3 metre “no go zone” around, and
above, power lines. Or you could end up 6 feet under.
For further information visit Energy Safe Victoria
www.esv.vic.gov.au or call 03 9203 9700.
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The last few weeks have seen a horror spate
of electrical deaths that could have been
avoided if proper precautions were taken.
A 21-year-old third-year apprentice died
in September while carrying out unsupervised
weekend electrical work in the roof of an
acquaintance’s house.
It appears a fault in the back of a three-pin
plug base occurred where a neutral conductor had
broken away from the terminal breaking the circuit.
The victim was in the process of stripping
the live neutral conductor with pliers while
simultaneously being in contact with earthed
parts of the house when he received the fatal
electric shock.
This tragedy could have been prevented
by isolating and testing before doing any work.
It highlights again the importance of never
working live.
In November an elderly man was electrocuted
at Moorabool. The 75-year-old man had been
involved in fixing a dam pump on a rural property
when other workers found him unconscious
and not breathing. He was unable to be revived.
This tragedy prompted ESV to issue a new
warning to farmers and rural workers about the
dangers of working with electrical installations
when not qualified to do so and that poorly
maintained equipment can kill.
ESV can’t emphasise enough that electrical
equipment and installations should be properly
maintained and checked regularly by licensed
professionals.
We are constantly reminding people to
never ignore minor electric shocks or tingles
because, in some circumstances, they can
be fatal. Qualified tradespeople are the only
ones who can ensure things are safe.
Yet another tragic incident occurred

in November when a male worker was found
deceased on a factory roof at Braeside.
The 25-year-old refrigeration mechanic is believed
to have been working on an air-conditioning unit.
An investigation is underway but it is
believed the man was replacing capacitors on
the unit when he made accidental contact with
live parts and the frame of the air-conditioning
unit. ESV investigators attended the scene and
the investigation is continuing.
These tragic, preventable deaths remind
us that the risk is always present and the key
safety messages need to be constantly reiterated.
Don’t work live. Don’t perform work that
you’re not licensed or qualified to do. Don’t ignore
faulty electrical equipment. Don’t take short cuts.
ESV will keep the safety messages coming
but the onus is on individuals to take them
seriously because—as recent incidents have
shown—electricity can and does kill.
In the lead up to Christmas it is important
not to be bullied into working live or taking
short cuts in order to finish by Christmas.
It is not worth your life.
Paul Fearon
Director of Energy Safety
pfearon@esv.vic.gov.au

is not permissible without the
written permission of EnergySafe
Victoria, depending on the source
of the article.
Liability
Howsoever arising as a
consequence of use or reliance
upon any advice, representations,
statement, opinion or conclusion
expressed herein is expressly
denied by Energy Safe Victoria
and all persons involved in the
preparation of this publication.

Showing how safety is done
ESV has been out and about this Spring
promoting energy safety around Victoria.
For the fourth year running ESV was at
the Royal Melbourne Show. Visitors picked
up a free showbag full of safety information
and merchandise promoting messages
including Look before you cook, Beware
CO the silent killer and Look up and live.
Around 6000 gas soapy water bottles,
5000 magnets and 10,000 PowerSafe
Buddies temporary tattoos were given away.
ESV staff members (including Chirag
and Anitra pictured right) were pleased by
the number of people who said they checked
their gas barbecue connections or had their
heater serviced after prompting from ESV.
ESV also had a stand at the Elmore
Field Days, one of the biggest events on
the rural calendar that was held across
three days in October. With lots of tall
machinery and farm equipment on display,
this was a perfect opportunity to remind
people of the dangers of contacting
overhead powerlines.
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Electrocution deaths prompt
new safety warnings
By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
ESV is reminding workers of the
dangers of unsafe electrical work
after three deaths in recent months.
A 21-year-old, third-year apprentice died
in September while carrying out weekend
electrical work in the roof of an acquaintance’s
house. It appears a fault in the back of a three-pin
plug base occurred where a neutral conductor had
broken away from the terminal breaking the circuit.
The victim was in the process of stripping
the live neutral conductor with pliers while being
in contact with earthed parts of the house when
he received an electric shock. He was not licensed
to do electrical installation work.
The Director of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon,
said: “This tragedy could have been prevented
by isolating and testing before doing any work.
It highlights the importance of never working live.”

Elderly man electrocuted on rural property
ESV issued a new warning to farmers
and rural workers about the dangers of
working with electrical installations following
the electrocution death of an elderly man
in November.
The 75-year-old man had been involved
in fixing a dam pump on a rural property
near Geelong when other workers found
him unconscious and not breathing.
He was unable to be revived.
ESV issued a reminder to farmers
to always use a qualified electrician
to perform any type of electrical work.
“Electrical equipment and installations
should be properly maintained and
checked regularly by licensed professionals.
Poorly maintained equipment can kill.
“Never ignore minor electric shocks
or tingles—in different circumstances
they can be fatal. Always call in qualified

tradespeople to ensure things are safe.
“Never do your own wiring or electrical
work, even if it’s a simple job. Always use
qualified tradespeople to carry out electrical
or plumbing work because otherwise you
are putting your own and other people’s
lives at risk,” said Mr Fearon.
Refrigeration mechanic
electrocuted at work
Another tragic incident occurred in
November when a male worker was found
deceased on a factory roof at Braeside.
The 25-year-old refrigeration mechanic
had been working on an airconditioning unit.
An investigation is underway but it is believed
the man was replacing capacitors on the unit
when he made accidental contact with live
parts and the frame of the airconditioning
unit. ESV attended the scene and the
investigation continues.
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Latest
news

$77,500 fine for unregistered,
unlicensed electrical work
By John Murphy, Solicitor Prosecutions
A Victorian company and its director
have been convicted and fined a total
of $77,500 after carrying out electrical
work when unregistered and unlicensed.
In October Mark Bailey pleaded guilty
to a number of charges in Ballarat Magistrates’
Court after offering to install solar electricity
power systems and wind generators while
trading as Bailey Designed Engineering Pty Ltd
during 2012 and 2013.
ESV investigated Mr Bailey after receiving
complaints about the quality of work performed
by the company from the owners of properties
in Elphinstone, Creswick, Lal Lal and Grenville.
The company was not a registered electrical
contractor and although it had engaged an REC
to carry out some work, other contracting and
electrical installation work was carried out by
unregistered and unlicensed persons.

ESV was particularly concerned by
allegations that workers at the company
carried out the removal of electrical
equipment by cutting live conductors
and leaving bare live ends.
Mr Bailey and the company were charged
with carrying out electrical contracting work
when the company was not registered,
engaging unlicensed persons to carry out
electrical work and failing to ensure adequate
precautions were taken to prevent electric
shock or other injury in the handling of
electrical circuits.
Further charges were laid for failing
to supply information to ESV as requested.
In the course of the hearing, the Magistrate
commented that as sole director of the
company, Mr Bailey had the responsibility
to ensure his staff and workers complied
with the Electricity Safety Act 1998.
Mr Bailey was convicted and received

a personal fine of $12,500 because his
actions threatened public safety. By the
time the hearing took place Bailey Designed
Engineering Pty Ltd had been put into
liquidation, however, ESV persisted with
charges because the company was still
registered, resulting in a $65,000 fine.
Placing companies into liquidation
or administration does not prevent criminal
prosecution and it is for the liquidators,
or court-appointed administrators,
to decide how to deal with the offences.
ESV is committed to prosecuting
unlicensed and unsafe workers whether
they are companies or individuals.
	
Click here to find out more
about how ESV enforces
electricity legislation
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Home
owners
ignore
Infinity
cable risk
By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
The ACCC is concerned that some
householders are refusing inspections
of their homes for recalled Infinity
cables due to concerns over cost or
to avoid having a record of the problem.
Only a small number of the homes
containing Infinity cable have been
inspected by a licensed electrican
despite repeated warnings by the ACCC.
The ACCC believes some home owners
may fear a drop in house value or even that
they might be prosecuted.
However, the ACCC is concerned
that people’s lives are being put at risk
by electrical cable that may soon cause
fires or electrocutions.
All home owners who have had work carried
out between 2010 and 2013 are being urged to
arrange an inspection by a licensed electrician.
Electricians and builders are obliged to
inform clients whose installations are unsafe
and non-compliant.
The recall costs are mostly being
met by suppliers that include Masters,
Mitre 10 and Thrifty Hardware.

	More information can be
found on the ESV website.

THERE’S AN EASIER WAY
TO PROTECT YOURSELF
FROM A GAS BBQ FIRE
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ALWAYS LOOK BEFORE YOU COOK AND USE
SOAPY WATER TO CHECK FOR GAS LEAKS
STEP 1 Check hose connections are tight before
turning on gas.
STEP 2 Squirt connections with soapy water.
STEP 3 See bubbles forming? You’ve got a leak!
STEP 4 Tighten connections and test again.
STEP 5 No bubbles? You’re good to start cooking.
If bubbles persist, turn off cylinder and
contact a licensed gasfitter.
To find out more and order your free gas leak detection bottle
visit Energy Safe Victoria at esv.vic.gov.au

For tips on electricity and gas safety, visit ESV’s website at www.esv.vic.gov.au
ESV0125 BBQ Safety - Herald Sun Promo_262x92_FAv2.indd 1

25/11/2015 9:54 am

Herald Sun partnership helps
ESV spread safety news
By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
ESV has partnered with the Herald Sun
to get the Look before you cook barbecue
safety message into thousands of Victorian
homes in the lead up to summer.
On 28 November, newsagents across
metropolitan Melbourne gave away free
soapy water bottles to test for gas leaks
to Herald Sun readers who bought a copy
of the paper.
Readers who purchased a paper in
other stores or across regional Victoria were
able to request a bottle be sent to them via
a form on the ESV website.
More than 50,000 bottles were distributed
as part of the campaign.
In addition to the giveaway, the Herald Sun
ran two weeks of Look before you cook ads in
its general news and Taste sections, as well as
supporting the campaign with editiorial messages
related to gas safety.
ESV’s television commercial has also been
running in cinemas and in Channel 7’s new
Aussie BBQ Heroes program, while our radio
ad has also been on the airwaves.
With emergency services responding to
an average of one barbecue fire every day over
summer, the humble Aussie barbecue can turn
to tragedy before you can say “burnt snags”.

But there are a couple of simple steps you
can take to keep your family safe this summer.
The easiest is using soapy water to check
for gas leaks before lighting the barbecue.
You can read about safe gas barbecue
installations on page 21.
	
Click here for some simple
steps you can take this summer
to prevent a barbecue fire
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Latest
news

Popular gas and electrical
products recalled
in camping stores from 1 March 2015) and the
Adventuridge 41480 (available for sale in Aldi
stores from 21 March 2015) are affected.
These portable camping heaters are strictly
for outdoor use only. If not used in accordance
with manufacturer’s instructions there is a
risk of injury or death from carbon monoxide
poisoning. Consumers should stop using the
product immediately. A replacement unit is
currently being tested and finalised. Consumers
can register to receive a replacement unit by
contacting the Companion Brands Customer
Service Line on 1300 555 197 and selecting
option 3 (warranty) or emailing
productsafety@companionbrands.com.au

By Michelle Robertson, Senior Media
and Communications Advisor
A number of popular gas and electrical
products have been the subject of
recalls in recent months.
Jumbuck 6-burner solid hotplate barbecues
In October Bunnings Group Ltd
notified ESV of its intention to voluntarily
recall the popular Jumbuck 6-burner
barbecue, model BG1507B6.
The voluntary recall was initiated
after several product returns and
customer complaints.
The fault is due to deformation of either
the front or rear support rail, resulting in a
misalignment of the burner with the injector.
The resultant flame at the primary aeration
opening causes excessive temperature rise
in the control knobs and surrounding surfaces.
There is a risk of the control knobs being
exposed to excessive temperatures that can
cause burns to the barbecue operator.
The product is manufactured exclusively
for Bunnings, which is the sole distributor.
Bunnings is concerned that this model of
barbecue is likely to have been purchased
by community and sporting groups.
An internal investigation by Bunnings
found that the fault is a quality control issue
that occurred during manufacture rather
than a compliance issue.
Bunnings has published a public notice
and has withdrawn the product from sale.
Gasmate portable heaters recalled
Sitro Group Australia has voluntarily recalled

Fire hazard: The NutriBlend and NutriInfusion
models of stainless steel blender.

its Gasmate BH60 and Jackeroo KBH60
portable butane heaters after becoming aware
of several faults with these products.
They advise that if their product is not
used strictly in accordance with the operating
instructions consumers may be at risk of serious
injury or even death.
Customers are advised to stop using the
appliance immediately, and contact Sitro Group
Australia Customer Service on 1300 174 876.
Primus portable butane camping heaters
Primus Australia, trading as Companion
Brands, is recalling portable butane camping
heaters due to a risk of carbon monoxide
poisoning.
The Companion COMP243 model (available

Risk of burns: Bunnings has voluntarily recalled the popular Jumbuck 6-burner barbecue.

NutriBlend and NutriInfusion blenders
Brands Developers Ltd has voluntarily
recalled NutriBlend and NutriInfusion stainless
steel blenders that were sold in Australia via
the TV Shop and at live events from March
to September 2015.
NutriBlend model XJ-13409 and
NutriInfusion model XJ-13409 are both being
voluntarily recalled because they have an
internal component made of unsuitable material.
If spilled liquid enters the internal part of the
blender it has the potential to cause a fire.
Customers should immediately stop using these
products and register their details online at
www.nutrifusion.com.au/recall or phone
1800 278 524 for information on how to return
the product for repair free of charge.
Big W re-announces Abode electric
blanket recall
Big W has re-announced a product recall
of Abode electric blankets that were sold in
Big W stores nationally between March 2009
and August 2012.
The first recall was issued in June 2013
and Big W has re-issued the recall due to the
potential fire hazard posed by these products.
The recall applies to:
»» Abode electric blanket single—
model no. BA111, keycode 7089466
»» Abode electic blanket single fitted—
model no. BA211, keycode 7089527
»» Abode electric blanket queen/double—
model BA212, keycode 7089691
Once removed from the packaging the
product can be identified by the model number
at the top of the label attached to the blanket.
The blankets have a defect whereby the
controller cord may fatigue, causing an internal
short circuit and overheating.
Affected units pose a potential fire
hazard. No injuries have been reported and
the recall does not apply to other products
in the Abode product range.
Customers should immediately cease
using these products and return them to
Big W stores for a full refund.
Customers are invited to call the Big W
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Electric shock hazard: Certain models of Fisher & Paykel electric cooktop with the control panels and dials positioned at the front right are under recall.

customer service line on 1800 244 999
for further information.
Fisher & Paykel electric cooktops
Fisher & Paykel has recalled two models
of electric cooktop sold in Australia since 2011.
The cooktops are ceramic glass with the
control panel and dials positioned at the front
right. Liquid can leak down into the electrical

components in the event of a spill around the
control panel and dials. This may cause an
electric shock when touching the control panel,
dials or spilled liquid.
The affected model numbers start with
CE604CB, CE604LB or CE905CB. The serial
number range begins with 1, 2, 3, 4, BK, BL,
BU, BY, EF, EI, ES. No other models of cooktop
—gas, induction or electric with slide controls—

are affected. Model and serial numbers on the
appliance are not easily accessible but may
be found on the back cover of the User Guide.
If the User Guide is not available and this
type of cooktop has been purchased since
2011, contact Fisher & Paykel to help identify
whether the cooktop is included in the recall
and if required, book a free visit from a
technician by phoning 1300 650 590.

Top RMIT
apprentices
honoured
By Sue Sizer, Compliance Officer
On 20 August the RMIT School of
Vocational Engineering held its
annual Awards Night to recognise
the achievements of the top
performing students of 2014.
David Duddy was the recipient of
RMIT’s 2014 Best Plumbing Student in
Certificate IV. ESV’s Laurie Devitt presented
David with an ESV training scholarship
to contribute toward further studies in
his chosen field.
Joshua De Rozario received RMIT’s
Best 2014 Third Year Electrical Apprentice
Award. Sue Sizer from ESV presented
Joshua with a monetary award. Joshua
recently obtained his A Class licence, having
completed his apprenticeship with JDT
Electrical and Frontline Human Resources.
Over 100 people attended the ceremony
including award winners and their families,
employers and industry representatives.

Top of the class: ESV’s Laurie Devitt (left) and Sue Sizer presented Best Third Year Student awards
to electrical apprentice Joshua De Rozario (right) and plumbing apprentice David Duddy.

THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS
FROM NECA

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE BASE (TKB)
EVER WONDERED WHAT IT
WOULD BE LIKE TO HAVE
TECHNICAL INFORMATION AT
YOUR FINGER TIPS?

NECA continually strives to lead the
way with the services we provide to
our members. So we thought how
can we provide a more innovative
way to access technical information
and advice.
Historically, electricians have had to
carry their own library, which means
that those expensive standards tend
to get knocked around, and what
about when there are amendments?
We have the answer!
We’re proud to introduce ‘TKB’,
our online searchable Technical
Knowledge Base, developed by NECA
specifically for the electrical industry.
Imagine being able to search the
Wiring Rules at your job site by simply
using your tablet or smart phone?
Within seconds you could find the
latest version of the wiring diagram
you need, the specific clause, or read
one of the FAQ articles related to
your topic, written by an experienced
Technical team.
If you are still not sure then you can
request more information through the
email function or simply call NECA’s

Technical Services Department for
that key piece of information.

The new TKB will be released on
February the second, 2016.

Our aim is to regularly update the
knowledge base with articles based
on topics we get asked about, as well
as product recalls and eAlerts.

For more information contact the NECA
office on 03 9645 5533 and speak to
either Rod Lovett, Craig Dewar or David
Clulow about how you can access this
ground breaking new program.

Key Features
A fully searchable,
convenient selfservice product accessible via your
computer and smart
devices, 24/7.

FAQs and comprehensive articles referencing
Australian Standards, The Service and
Installation Rules, WorkSafe information, Energy
Safe Victoria’s Regulations and Act, industry
alerts and much more.

Automatically
updated

Access to search
AS/NZS 2067, AS/NZS 2293.1, AS/NZS 2293.2,
AS/NZS 3000
AS/NZS 3001, AS/NZS 3003, AS/NZS 3008.1.1,
AS/NZS 3010
AS/NZS 3012, AS/NZS 3013, AS/NZS 3439.4,
AS/NZS 4509.1
13. AS/NZS 4777.1, AS/NZS 5033
Plus The Victorian Service and Installation Rules,
The Electricity Safety (Installations) Regulations
2009 v5, Energy Safe Victoria Alerts and FAQ,
Sections of the National Construction Code and
Electrical Product Recalls – 2015

20 TOP REASONS
TO JOIN NECA TODAY

OHS

Industrial
Relations

Human
Resources

Technical
Services

Legal Advice

Free
Standards

Apprentices
& Mentoring

Training

Fuel Discount
Scheme

Insurances

Vehicle
Discounts

Lighting
Services

Advocacy

Environmental
Management

RACV
Fleet Care

Debt
Collection

Finance

Industry
Information

EcoSmart
Electricians

Business
Women’s
Network

NECA. Helping you get the job done.
Visit www.neca.asn.au/vic or call us on 9645 5533 for more information.
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Electrical
news

Revised guidelines aid
supervision of apprentice
electricians
By Bronwyn Hellings, Customer
Service Technical Officer
A revised set of guidelines has been
developed to aid electricians and
electrical contractors supervising
apprentices during on-the-job training.
It is the responsibility of the supervising
electrician to provide effective supervision
of the apprentice.
Restrictions
In all cases, the supervising electrician
shall be responsible for carrying out isolation
procedures, confirmation of isolation,
compliance testing and commissioning/
energisation. Apprentices should carry out
these tasks, but only under direct supervision
and in the final stages of their apprenticeship
under the conditions below:
»» a third stage apprentice may carry out
basic fault-finding under direct supervision
»» a fourth stage apprentice may carry
out basic fault-finding under general
supervision, only if they are deemed
competent to do so
»» a fourth stage apprentice may carry out
advanced fault-finding and confirmation
of isolation under direct supervision.
Diversification of training
The level of guidance required by an
apprentice may be expected to gradually
diminish from direct supervision through
to general instruction, and then to a broad
direction over the stages of the apprenticeship,
as competency is attained and demonstrated
by the apprentice.
The level of competency directly
relates to the type of work being carried out.
A fourth stage apprentice who generally
works on domestic installations would not
necessarily be competent to work at the same
level on a construction or large industrial site,
and may require additional direct supervision
on the requirements when introduced
to these unfamiliar work sites. Therefore,
the supervising electrician must ensure the
apprentice is given adequate supervision
until it can be established that they
are considered as competent to perform
the task for a particular installation.
It is desirable for the apprentice to experience
a broad range of electrical installation work, to
ensure a balanced overall electrical knowledge
is obtained at the completion of training.
Direct supervision
The supervising electrician shall
provide specific and constant guidance
to the apprentice, closely liaising with

and monitoring the apprentice, and
continually reviewing the work practices
and the standard of the apprentice’s work.
The electrician shall be readily available
in the immediate work area, within audible
range (earshot) and where possible within
the visual range of the apprentice.

intervals throughout the day. The supervising
electrician shall provide the apprentice
with instruction and direction for the tasks
to be performed. They shall periodically
check and test the work being performed
and provide the apprentice with additional
guidance and assistance as required.

General supervision
The apprentice does not require specific
constant guidance from the supervising
electrician while performing familiar tasks.
However, the apprentice will still require
tangible face-to-face contact at regular

Broad supervision
The apprentice at this stage of training must
be able to demonstrate electrical knowledge
relevant to the task and will therefore not
need constant guidance from the supervising
electrician, while performing familiar tasks.
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The supervising electrician shall consult
with the apprentice in regard to the tasks
being performed, and provide instruction
and direction as required.
The supervising electrician shall provide
periodic face-to-face contact throughout the
day, to check the work being carried out by
the apprentice complies with electrical and
safety requirements. The apprentice may
only isolate, test or commission circuits and
equipment, while under the direct supervision
of the supervising electrician.
Stages of training
Throughout these guidelines, an
electrical apprentice is a person under
a contract of training that will result in
a Certificate III Electrotechnology. The
reference to first, second, third and fourth
stages relate to attaining the required level
of competency and progression at the
Registered Training Organisations and
are not specifically calendar years.
What is not covered by these guidelines
The Occupational Health and Safety
Act 2004 places a duty of care on employers
to provide such supervision to employees
as necessary to enable the employees
to perform their work in a manner that
is safe and without risks to health.
The use of the above guidelines in
no way removes or limits the employer’s
duty of care under Occupational Health
and Safety legislation in providing a safe
workplace.

Electrical
industry
farewells
David
LeLievre
and Ray Vella
ESV would like to wish David LeLievre
from Alcoa and Ray Vella from Qenos
all the best in their retirement from the
electrical industry.
Both David and Ray are foundation members
of the Victorian High Voltage Customers Safety
Committee that was formed in 1999.
As members of the committee they
have been instrumental in providing ESV
with information that has resulted in
changes to the Blue Book.
David has been the committee’s chairman
since foundation and both gentlemen will be missed.
On behalf of the electrical industry we
thank them for the valuable contribution
provided to the Victorian High Voltage
Customers’ Safety Committee.

John Stolk of ESV’s Electrical Installations, Licensing and Equipment Safety division
with David LeLievre from Alcoa and Ray Vella from Qenos, who have both recently retired.
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ETU and Holmesglen Institute
create new industry training centre
For the past 100 years the ETU has been
working for the electrical industry and during
that time has seen many changes. The
pace of change is increasing and emerging
technologies constantly place new demands
on the electrical industry. To ensure the
ETU keeps up with this change, they have
collaborated with Holmesglen Institute to
create Futuretech, a training facility focused
on the needs of the industry.
Located on Arden Street in North Melbourne,
the ETU has invested over $3 million into the new
training centre. The new facility will be the centre
of excellence for the industry; ensuring electrical
workers are trained to meet the current technical
and future demands of the industry.
The collaboration between Holmesglen
and the ETU follows a number of important
training initiatives partnered over the past
10 years, including the Global Green Electricians
and Electrical Photovoltaic Systems programs.
Holmesglen Chief Executive, Mary Faraone
said: “The establishment of our new training

facility, Futuretech, consolidates and extends
our strong relationship in building capability
within the electrical and energy sectors together
with the opportunity to extend our course
offerings to the wider community”.
ETU Victorian State Secretary, Troy Gray,
said, “The establishment of Futuretech is
the fulfilment of a 20-year dream on the
part of the ETU. It will boost the union’s role
in delivering electrical trades training and
expand the range of services we can offer
our members and their families.
“Holmesglen Institute are the obvious partner
due to their previous work in developing training
programs for ETU members. We are thrilled that
they have come on-board to manage the centre
and deliver top-class electrical training for ETU
members,” added Troy.
Development hub
Futuretech will play a leading role in the
development of new training courses and
programs for the electrical family of industries.

Industry stakeholders will be invited to collaborate
in the development and design of training
programs that address skills shortages and
workforce capability requirements.
Displaced Workers Program
The ETU’s Displaced Workers Program,
which works to re-skill and transition electrical
workers who face redundancy to alternative
employment, will operate from within Futuretech.
Workers facing redundancy can access
outplacement services and advice on training
and transitioning to new industries.
Futuretech opened its doors in late October
and offers pre-apprenticeships, apprenticeships,
post-trade training and a range of short courses.
 or enquiries and enrolments:
F
futuretech@holmesglen.edu.au
03 9564 4700
www.futuretech.edu.au
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Prescribed electrical installation
work: your questions answered
supply to the installation.
This does not mean inspection will be
in two to four days as has been quoted to
members of the public. This is covered in
the following sections of the Electrical Safety
Act and Regulations, which quite clearly
provide guidelines for these procedures.

By John Stolk, Compliance and
Enforcement Officer
ESV’s Electrical Technical Assistance
Line has recently received a number
of questions relating to inspection
and connection of consumer mains
and prescribed electrical work.
Registered electrical contractors and
licensed electrical workers need to be
aware of the requirements to have prescribed
work inspected before it is energised
or re-energised following the installation,
repair or upgrade of the prescribed parts
of the electrical installation.
This means the inspection of the
work is required to be performed by an
independent, licensed electrical inspector
prior to energising/re-energising the

What is part of an electrical installation
Information relating to what is part of
an electrical installation “Prescribed Electrical
Installation Work” is in clause 238 of the
Electrical Safety installation Regulations 2009.
The short list of items covered by a
Prescribed Certificate of Electrical Safety
includes:
»» consumer’s mains
»» main earthing systems
»» consumer’s terminals connection devices
»» any supports for overhead service lines
»» installation of a main switchboard
or a replacement main switchboard
»» any circuit protective devices
»» boards related to the control of individual
occupiers’ portions of multiple installations
and a distribution board related to the
control of an individual occupiers’ portion
of a multiple installation or the replacement
of a distribution board related to the control
of individual occupiers’ portion of supply
in a multiple installation.

1. A
 person who is responsible for the
carrying out of prescribed electrical
installation work must ensure that that
work is inspected by a licensed electrical
inspector in accordance with the
regulations before the electrical installation
is connected to the electricity supply,
or if the electrical circuits or electrical
equipment handled in the course of the
work were not disconnected from the
electricity supply, before the work is
first used after it is completed.
2. Before an electricity supplier first connects
an electrical installation to an electricity
supply, the electricity supplier must
ensure that a certificate of inspection of
the prescribed electrical installation work
in relation to that installation has been
issued by a licensed electrical inspector
in accordance with this section.
Penalty units
The following penalty units are
applicable to these requirements as
at October 2015:
»» In the case of a natural person,
40 penalty units;
»» In the case of a body corporate,
200 penalty units.
One penalty unit currently costs $1.67.
	
Click here to read more about
COES on the ESV website

When inspections should occur
The Electrical Safety Act 1998 states:
45 Inspection of electrical installation work:

ProTag PrimeTest Elite
Australia’s Most Advanced Test & Tag System
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 In-Built Camera
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 USB for Data
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Printer & Scanner

The new ProTag Elite System tests portable appliances & RCDs, takes asset photos,
prints Elite UV resistant test tags & downloads results to PC. Mains & battery powered.
Faster testing & asset management for mining, construction, factories & workshops.
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For Information about recalls
go to www.recalls.gov.au

Join now at
masterelectricians.com.au/join

Want an easy,
low risk way of
bringing skills into
your business?
• Do you feel as if there is just never enough time to do
everything?
• Are you concerned about the cost of labour?
• Would you like to build skills within your business?
If you’ve answered yes to these questions then perhaps you’ve
wanted to hire an apprentice but it all seems too hard ..
advertising and recruiting, paperwork to sign, schooling, profiling,
mentoring, OHS … the list goes on.
Too many business owners do nothing and find that they have
to rely on expensive trades people or do it all themselves. Sound
familiar?
The fact is, for all the great benefits that come with employing an
apprentice, unless you’ve got lots of spare time on your hands then it
can be a challenge to get it happening ….
That’s where we come in with a low risk, flexible option.
We:
• recruit a quality apprentice that is a great fit for your business
• look after all the advertising, screening, interviewing leaving you to make
the final selection choice.
• employ them while they work for you - low risk!
• mentor them to ensure they grow within your business
• manage work, health and safety and industrial relations
• look after all the time consuming stuff.. timesheets, payroll, workers’
compensation and so on.
• tailor our services to meet your needs.
You’ll be working with a business that has been in the apprenticeship business for
almost 25 years and our apprentices have won numerous awards.
A recent independent study found that:
“For every $1 invested by host employers in GTO’s, they receive $1.70 value in
return. GTO’s save host employers time and money”. (Source: SVA Consulting Report – GTO
Baseline Social Return on Investment, June 2015).

As I’m sure you know, employing an apprentice can be a very rewarding investment and
by working in partnership with us it will also give you the best return for you and your
business.
Call today to speak to John Clarke at NECA Education and Careers on 0438 346 609 or 03
9389 9940.
It’s FREE and there is no obligation.

For more information visit

necaeducation.edu.au
ABN:53 054 944 366 | TOID:21098
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Your electrical
questions
answered!

Compiled by ESV’s Electricity Technical
Advisor, John Stolk
EnergySafe continues its regular series
featuring some of the questions that
ESV receives on a range of electricity
installation issues, some of them relating
to gas installations. Also provided are
the answers together with references
to the Acts, Standards, Regulations and
Clauses that apply to them.

Question

Answer

What are the mandatory tests required
to be carried out to verify that the
electrical work complies and is there
documented guidance?

The following tests shall be carried out along with a visual inspection
for a low voltage electrical installation:
(a) Continuity of the earthing system (earth resistance of the main
earthing conductor, protective earthing conductors and bonding conductors)
(b) Insulation resistance
(c) Polarity
(d) Correct circuit connections
(e) Verification of impedance required for automatic disconnection of supply
(earth fault-loop impedance)
(f) Operation of RCDs
AS/NZS 3017 “Electrical Installations—Testing and inspection guidance”
sets out some common inspection and test methods.

Where the characteristics of the inverter are
not changed (e.g. a transformerless inverter
is replaced with a transformerless inverter)
is it considered an equivalent replacement?

It would only be considered equivalent if the inverter is replaced with the same
make and model.
Or the manufacturer’s designated equivalent model.

When relocating a building such as a house,
do I need to replace the switchboard that has
semi-enclosed rewirable fuses and TPS cables in
good condition but have bare earthing conductors?

Semi-enclosed rewirable fuses must be replaced with an approved overload protection
device. Final sub-circuits supplying socket-outlets and lighting must be RCD protected.
The existing TPS cables can remain if the bare earth conductor is sleeved at each
termination with green/yellow sleeving.

Can I use heavy duty PVC conduit that is not
orange in colour for a category A underground
wiring system?

Yes, the PVC conduit need not be orange in colour, but it must be heavy duty and comply
with AS/NZS 2053. However, an orange marker tape complying with AS/NZS 2648.1 shall
be placed approximately half way between the ground and top of the wiring system.

Do I need to fix cables in the roof space?

Yes, wiring systems shall be supported by suitable means, in accordance with: Clause
3.3.2.8 wiring systems shall be fixed in position, in accordance with AS/NZS 3000:2007,
by suitable clips, saddles or clamps or by means that will not damage the wiring system
and that will not be affected by the wiring system material or any external influences.
For wiring systems installed in building elements, the positioning and size of openings
and checks shall not reduce the structural strength of those building elements below the
levels required by National Building Codes. Where a wiring system consisting of sheathed
cables is installed through metallic structural members, any aperture through which the
cable passes shall be bushed or shaped to minimise abrasian of the cable. Where likely
to be disturbed, the cable shall be fixed in position at a point adjacent to the aperture.
Exceptions: Wiring system in a roof space can be installed resting on an immovable
continuous surface without further support where there is no access to the roof space
or where the space between the ceiling and roof is less than 0.6m and is further than
two metres from where a person may gain entry.

Can I install a socket-outlet for the purpose
of pool equipment within the classified
zone 1 of a swimming pool?

Yes, socket-outlets necessary for connection of pool equipment shall be permitted where:
(i) provided with the required degree of protection; and
(ii) located
(a) a
 t a height not less than 0.45m above ground level and at a horizontal distance
not less than 1.25m from the internal rim of the water container; or
(b) beneath and not less than 0.5m from the edge of a fixed continuous horizontal
barrier that is not less than 1.25m wide measured from the internal rim of the
water container; and
(iii)	
either
(c) supplied individually as a separated circuit, in accordance with Clause 7.4; or
(d) supplied as an SELV or PELV system, in accordance with Clause 7.5; or
(e) protected by a residual current not exceeding 30mA; and
(iv)	
controlled by a switch that requires manual operation and does not operate
automatically by the insertion or withdrawal of a plug.
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Protecting
combustible
surfaces
By Tyler Mason, Gas Engineer
Recently ESV was made aware that
some fire resistant boards, used
extensively in gas installations, are
failing to provide adequate thermal
protection to combustible surfaces.
It is expected that fire resistant board will not
allow combustible surfaces to reach temperatures
greater than 65C above ambient temperature;
however instances have been identified where
temperatures have exceeded 100C.
This situation has caused ESV to begin an
investigation into the standard of testing in the
manufacture of fire resistant board. Some fire
resistant boards are sourced from overseas.
Fire resistant board has two requirements,
one to be composed of non-combustible material
and the other is to provide thermal insulation
in order to protect combustible surfaces.
Australian and New Zealand Standard A
S/NZS 5601.1: 2013, in clause 6.2.5 Temperature
limitation on nearby combustible surface and
Appendix C Fire resistant material clearly
describes the requirements of fire resistant
board and plumbers and gasfitters should
seek confirmation from manufacturers and
suppliers that their fire resistant board meets
these requirements.

On-site
gasfitting to
be included
in National
Construction
Code
By Michael Weber, GIAS Technical
Communicator
The Australian Building Codes Board
(ABCB) is proposing that gasfitting
(excluding Type B appliances) be
included in the National Construction
Code (NCC). This would involve the
development of a Gas Code of Australia
that would include performance-based
requirements and references to Australian
standards, which would contain means
of compliance requirements.
The inclusion of a Gas Code is not
intended to change technical requirements
for gasfitters and any changes to regulations

Just in time: ESV Gas Inspector Cameron Diplock inspecting the aftermath of a fire that occured behind
fire resistant materials and was caught early before it spread.

Installers of domestic gas cooking
appliances can find more information in
ESV’s Gas Information Sheet 6 Feature
walls in domestic kitchens and Gas
Information Sheet 25 Domestic gas
cooking appliance clearances.
ESV has already independently tested
these boards and identified some have not
met requirements and on the strength of the
results of that testing Gas Information Sheet
3 Fire resistant boards has been withdrawn.

ESV and fire resistant board manufacturers
and suppliers are now investigating standards
and testing that are applied to fire resistant
boards. Until this situation is cleared up, gasfitters
should confirm the fire resistant boards they use
are suitable to the application. Moisture content
has been identified as a potential issue of boards
meeting requirements.
ESV will present outcomes of the investigation
to Standards Australia with recommendations
for improvements to AS/NZS 5601.1: 2013.

will be limited to the governance of rules.
Existing performance requirements in
AS/NZS 5601 Gas Installations can be
used as a basis for the new Gas Code.
ESV and the Victorian Building Authority
(VBA) support this venture as there are benefits
including improved communication between
the gasfitting, building and plumbing sectors.
It is expected the inclusion of a Gas Code
will improve the coordination and compliance
for building requirements as the Gas Code
will mesh in with the Building Code and
installation and construction efficiency will
improve. As plumbing and gasfitting share
many common elements the creation of a
Gas Code along similar lines to that of the
Plumbing Code will ensure these close links
remain between these two sectors.
The ABCB is not intending to administer
the certification of Type A gas appliances
and gas components as part of the proposal.
However, currently the ABCB administers the
Watermark certification scheme for plumbing
products and therefore it will be interesting
to note if the proposed changes will include
administration of the certification for Type A
gas appliances and gas components.
If the proposed changes are adopted then
there will be a need to amend legislation.

It is envisaged the Gas Code will be limited
to on-site gasfitting and will include all on-site
gasfitting work after the gas meter, or first
stage LP Gas regulator, up to the connection
to the gas appliance. Associated areas include
appliance installation, flues, air ducts, pipework
and ventilation. The Gas Code scope will align
with the scope of AS/NZS 5601.
The governance of the Gas Code is
a critical issue. There is a need to have the
ABCB and the Gas Code Technical Committee
on board at the development stage and for
ongoing code maintenance. To accomplish this
requirement, it is proposed to appoint a gas
regulatory representative and a gas industry
representative to the ABCB to provide input
into the operation of the Gas Code.
The impact of the proposal to AS/NZS 5601
requires further consideration as does the impact
on New Zealand and caravans and boats, which
are covered under part 2 of AS/NZS 5601.
For this venture to go ahead, the inclusion
of a Gas Code must demonstrate benefits
and be subjected to a Regulatory Impact
Statement as this will provide detailed analysis
of costs as well as benefits. Smoother
coordination and compliance for building
requirements is a positive direction for the
construction industry.
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Safe gas barbecue installations
refilled without retesting and while the cylinder
may continue to be used past 10 years
it is recommended that cylinders be retested,
particularly if there are signs of corrosion
or damage.
When setting up the barbecue ensure
it is located in an outdoor area with plenty of
ventilation and on firm level ground. Ensure
adequate clearance from nearby combustible
materials like timber walls, sheds and fences.
The barbecue instruction manual and markings
will specify minimum clearances. Particular
attention should be paid to rear clearances
and overhead clearances to avoid the risk of fire.

By Jason Treseder, Gas Engineer
It’s the time of year when people dust
off the backyard barbecue. While
gas appliances are normally safe and
reliable, barbecues are involved in many
serious incidents in the summer time.
By conducting a few basic checks you
can minimise the chance your meal
will be spoiled by a barbecue incident.
What can go wrong?
While the causes of gas barbecue
incidents are varied, a review of available
data has found there are a few common
situations that keep reoccurring.
These incidents typically involve:
»» a leak at the cylinder valve connection
due to missing or damaged O-rings,
or an improperly tightened connection.
This can result in an explosion or fire
when the gas ignites
»» placing barbecues too close to combustible
material such as wooden fences and walls
behind the barbecues that have caught fire
»» build-up of grease and fat over time
which, if it ignited, can spread to nearby
combustible surroundings.
Tips for staying safe
There are a number of actions you can take
to minimise the risk. This is even more important
if your barbecue has not been used recently:
»» give the barbecue a general visual inspection
to confirm there is no obvious damage
»» check the barbecue is generally clear of
built up fat and grease, empty grease trays
or cups to avoid fat fires
»» check burners are clean and in good
condition, this includes ensuring burner ports
are clear and there are no spider webs or

blockages in the burner aeration
»» check hose and regulator to ensure they are
in good condition, if the hose is perished or
cracked, then replace it
»» check O-ring or rubber seals to ensure
the seals have not deteriorated or are
missing, in particular on the regulator inlet.
If these seals are cracking or are missing
then ensure they are replaced before the
barbecue is used
»» check that the cylinder is in good condition
and is located appropriately
»» examine the cylinder for any evidence of
corrosion or damage including scratches
or dents. The cylinder should not be used
if damage is found.
Check the cylinder test date that is stamped
on the cylinder collar. It identifies the date at
which the cylinder was last checked at a cylinder
test station.
Cylinders that are more than 10 years
past their last test date can no longer be

A simple way to check for gas leaks
Before lighting the barbecue take the
time to check for gas leaks. Make it a habit
to do this every time the barbecue is operated—
it is particularly important for new barbecues
or those that haven’t been used for a while.
Use a brush or bottle to coat connections
with soapy water. If bubbles start forming,
it is a sign that there is a gas leak at that point.
If a leak is found, turn off the gas at the cylinder
and investigate the cause. It may be a matter
of tightening the connection and checking
again, or it may be the result of missing or
damaged seals that require replacement.
If the connection continues to leak, turn
off the gas at the cylinder and do not use the
barbecue until it is repaired. If you are not able
to fix the leak contact the barbecue supplier
or a licenced gasfitter to assist.
	
For advice regarding gas
barbecue installations call
the ESV Gas Technical
Helpline on 1800 652 563

AS/NZS 5601 public comment draft amendments
By Enzo Alfonsetti, Manager,
Typle A Gas Appliance Safety
Standards Australia published
public comment draft standards for
amendments to AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
and AS/NZS 5601.2 on 17 August
2015. Stakeholders were given the
opportunity to comment until
19 October 2015.
Some of the main proposed amendments
to AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 include:
»» the inclusion of PE-X(a) and PE-X(c) as
acceptable consumer piping materials
in addition to PE-X(b)
»» clarification of ventilation requirements
in plant rooms and residential garages
»» requirements for the fitting of an appliance
gas pressure regulator
»» changes to flueing requirements

»» requirements for indoor barbecues
in residential premises
»» requirements for domestic cooking
appliances installed in combined
living/ sleeping areas and the need
for a rangehood ducted to outside
»» requirements for gas barbecues and
radiant gas heaters installed outdoors
»» inclusion of a pipe sizing table for
natural gas using steel consumer
piping at 1.25kPa supply pressure
»» a redraft of the appendix R combustion
products spillage test and the inclusion
of a flowchart.
Some of the main proposed amendments
to AS/NZS 5601.2:2013 include:
»» clearance requirements from LPG
cylinders to openings in caravans
including a new diagram
»» requirements for gas barbecues and radiant

gas heaters installed outdoors
»» redraft of the appendix F gas leakage test
»» changes to the requirements for consumer
instructions.
The Standards Australia AG006 committee
met in Wellington, New Zealand, on
10–11 November 2015 to consider the
public comments received on the proposed
amendments.
It is anticipated that the amendments to
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 and AS/NZS 5601.2:2013
will be published in February 2016.
The good news is that amendments to
standards can be downloaded from SAI Global
for free provided you register first at
infostore.saiglobal.com/store
ESV will keep you posted in the next
edition of EnergySafe on further developments
with the proposed amendments to
AS/NZS 5601.1 and AS/NZS 5601.2.
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Gas
Q&A

		Your gas
questions
answered!

Compiled by ESV’s Gas Installations
and Appliance Safety team.
As per previous issues of Energysafe,
we are pleased to provide answers
for a varied range of frequently asked
questions received on ESV’s Gas
Technical Helpline, 1800 652 563.

Note The technical regulator may require notification before work commences and confirmation that completed work is in accordance with
this Standard (AS 5601: 2013) and any other relevant requirements.
Question

Answer

Clause

What is the temperature
limitation on nearby
combustible surfaces where
gas appliances are installed?

The temperature of the combustible surface nearby to a gas appliance shall
not exceed 65 ˚C above ambient temperature.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

What is the purpose of
installing fire resistant
material in domestic and
commercial applications?

The purpose of fire resistant material is to offer thermal and physical protection
to combustible surfaces that would otherwise be exposed to heat in domestic
and commercial applications. In certain applications, fire resistant material may
also be called upon to support a load while maintaining its protective properties.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

6.2.5 Temperature
limitation on nearby
combustible surface
1.8.38 Definitions
4.7.1 Fire Resistant Material
Appendix C Fire
Resistant Material

Is fire resistant material
required to be used to
protect combustible
surfaces near a domestic
cooking appliance?

No. Alternative materials are allowed to be used to protect combustible surfaces.
They include ceramic tiles, toughened safety glass, sheet metal and any other system
that will ensure that the surface temperature of any nearby combustible surface will
not exceed 65 ˚C above ambient temperature.
Refer to AS/NZS 5601.1: 2013 Appendix C Fire Resistant Material, Table C1
Acceptable Methods for Protection of Combustible Surfaces for a detailed
description of facing materials and backing materials requirements.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
6.10.1.2 Protection of a
combustible surface near
a gas cooking appliance
Appendix C Fire Resistant
Material
Gas Information Sheet 6
Feature walls in domestic
kitchens

Other than being used
in kitchens, where else
should fire resistant
material be installed?

What are the conditions
for installing commercial
catering equipment on
a combustible surface?

Fire resistant material should also be installed where:
(a) an appliance is installed in a roof space on a combustible surface and
the appliance burner is less than 300mm above the appliance base.
(b) the clearance required between a single wall flue and a combustible
surface cannot be met. Refer to AS/NZS 5601.1: 2013 Table 6.6
Required clearance between a single wall flue and a combustible surface.
(c) a single boiling burner (ring burner) is placed and operated on
a combustible surface.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

Where commercial catering equipment is to be installed on a combustible surface,
the surface shall be protected by fire resistant material if the lowest burner on the
gas appliance is less than 200mm above the mounting surface, and a heat shield
(below the burner) has not been incorporated into the design of the gas appliance.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013

6.3.11 Appliance
in a roof space
6.8.11 Clearance between
a single wall flue and a
combustible surface
6.10.1.13 Single boiling
burners
6.10.2.4 Commercial
catering equipment on
a combustible surface

The fire resistant protection shall also extend at least 50mm beyond the perimeter
of the gas appliance and be impervious to cooking fats.
How are clearance distances
between commercial catering
equipment and combustible
surfaces determined?

The clearance distance to combustible surfaces from commercial catering equipment
shall in the first instance comply with the gas appliance manufacturer’s instructions,
however the clearances shall not be less than the clearances as shown in
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 Table 6.10 Minimum clearance around cooking surface area.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
6.10.2.3 Clearances
around commercial
catering equipment

Where an adjacent surface is of a non-combustible material or is combustible
but is protected with fire resistant material then these clearances do not apply.
The fire resistant material may be covered by ceramic tiles or stainless steel
to meet appropriate requirements relating to health protection.
What properties does
a material need to have
to be deemed fire
resistant material?

In order for a material to be deemed a fire resistant material, it needs to be tested
and found non-combustible in accordance with either AS 1530.1 or AS/NZS 1530.3.
Additionally, fire resistant materials are required to provide thermal insulation to protect
combustible materials, and need to be of minimum thickness 6mm and have been
tested and found to have a resultant heat transfer coefficient less than 20 W/m2K.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013
Appendix C Fire
Resistant Materials
C2 Specification for
fire resistant material
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Prosecutions and infringements
ESV has recently taken
legal proceedings against
the following individuals
and companies.
»»

»»

»»

»»

Paul Trollop of Ballarat, unlicensed builder
and unregistered under ESA, was convicted
and fined $1500 in Ballarat Magistrates’
Court for offering to carry out electrical
contracting work at Linton, Victoria when
not registered, and two counts of employing
a person to carry out electrical work when
he, Trollop, was not an REC. In addition
to the fine Trollop was ordered to pay
$6867 in costs.
Discount Trader Pty Ltd, a retailer
in Wantirna South, appeared in
Dandenong Magistrates’ Court charged
with supplying electrical equipment that
was not approved. The retailer was fined
$500 without conviction and ordered to
pay $1000 in costs.
Gary Kozhushnik, a retailer of Wantirna
South, appeared in Dandenong Magistrates’
Court charged with supplying electrical
equipment that was not approved.
Kozhushnik was released on an undertaking
to be of good behaviour for one year.
Danny Arrif of Scoresby, carpenter,
appeared in Melbourne Magistrates’ Court
charged with carrying out electrical work
when not licensed. He was fined $1000
without conviction and ordered to pay
$750 in costs.

Infringement
notice
summary
Infringement
notices
2015
Types of
infringement
notices
issued

Dec
14
Total 1

Aug 15

Sep 15

Oct 15

Jan
15

Feb
15

Mar
15

Apr
15

May
15

Jun
15

Jul
15

Aug
15

Sep
15

Oct
15

Total

7

1

8

9

10

4

11

14

2

10

77

REC LEW
Other

Offence
code

Offence

Penalty

OTHER

6376

Employ unlicensed contractor/person

$3690

LEW

6210

Unregistered person offers to do work

$738

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$758

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$738

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certificate within time

$148

LEW

6229

Fail to give certificate within time

$148

LEW

6229

Fail to give certificate within time

$148

LEW

6229

Fail to give certificate within time

$148

LEW

6229

Fail to give certificate within time

$148

LEW

6233

Fail to have connected work inspected

$590

LEW

6233

Fail to have connected work inspected

$590

LEW

6243

Fails to lodge copy with the office

$144

LEW

6243

Fails to lodge copy with the office

$148

OTHER

3592

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$295

REC

6219

Non-complying installation work

$738

OTHER

1578

Erects closer than distance in table 313

$295

OTHER

6381

Supply non-complying equipment

$590

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$590

LEW

6219

Non complying installation work

$738

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certificate within time

$148

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certificate within time

$148

REC

6229

Fail to give certificate within time

$148

LEW

6230

Fail to give description of work

$148

OTHER

6378

Fail to have work inspected by inspector

$3033

REC

6233

Fail to have connected work inspected

$563

REC

1504

Fails to notify defects

$295
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